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Testing in the company

Conditions of participation

• Testing is optional

• Please note that employees are only allowed to be tested 1x per week through their company

• Smartphone and Internet are required

• In case of symptoms: mandatory testing, but not as part of the mass testing

Vaccinated and recovered persons please refer to the website for the current conditions of participation.
Testing in the company

Why?
To quickly find infected employees and thus prevent an outbreak in the company.

Warning!
A negative test result is a snapshot!
Hygiene and protective measures must still be strictly observed.
Process

1. Register (once, with QR code)
2. Obtain test kit at the company
3. Perform test (saliva test, scan barcode on tube)
4. Deposit sample in the company
5. Laboratory analysis and result
1. Registration

**Registration steps**

1. Scan QR code
2. Registration on the Easytesting platform
3. SMS and e-mail will be sent with link to the test platform
2. Obtain test kit

Example poster „Take test kit“
3. Perform test

Contents of the test kit
A. Sampling jar
B. Saline solution
C. Vacuum tube (do not open!)
D. Transport tube
E. Transport container
3. Perform test

DO NOT eat, drink (not even water), smoke or brush your teeth in the 2 hours before the test. Otherwise, the sample is potentially unusable.
3. Instructions for taking a sample

1. Open the sample jar and keep it ready. Open the test platform Easytesting on your Smartphone (via Link from the SMS/ e-mail)

2. Put the saline solution under your tongue. Then gargle in the back of the throat for 30 seconds

3. Spit the gargle solution into the sample jar

4. Close the jar carefully

5. Place the closed vacuum tube onto the sample jar and press it into the shaft

6. Remove the tube as soon as the gargle solution has been sucked into the tube due to the vacuum effect

7. Scan the barcode on the vacuum tube via Easytesting

8. Place the vacuum tube in the transport tube and close it. Place the transport tube in the transport container, seal it and deposit it in the company (please ignore the note regarding the request form, this is not required)
4. Deposit saliva sample

! please take the pickup days and pickup hours into account

Example of the „deposit sample poster“
5. Lab analysis and result

1. PCR analysis of the saliva sample in the laboratory
2. Notification of test result via SMS to test person within 48h*
3. People who have tested positive must go into isolation and will be contacted by Contact Tracing

*Pooling and de-pooling takes place directly in the laboratory.

Each person receives an individual test result, without repeat testing. No individual test results will be sent to the company (data protection). If the result hasn’t been notified after 48 hours, the test person should contact the contact person in their company.
Together against Corona
Thanks.
coronavirus.bs.ch